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Building Health Skills
Pearson Health helps students develop the skills they need as they
work to improve their personal and interpersonal health. Each
health skill, appearing once in every chapter, is taught and then
reinforced, ensuring that students master these essential life skills.
Practice the Skill

set the scene for learning new health skills.

gives students an opportunity to practice and
apply their newly learned skill.
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Lowered Resistance to Disease The immune system protects
your body from disease through a complex process involving many speThe student-friendly cialized
writing
style and engaging activities make
cells.67When you speak of fighting off the flu or a cold, your
HSH14_SE_U01_C03.qxd 5/10/13 10:15 AM Page
learning about healthimmune
fun, system
relevant,
meaningful.
does theand
fighting.
When your immune system functions
well, you are better able to resist some of the illnesses to which you have
Hands-On Activities been exposed.
Scientific research has shown that, during the alarm stage, some
These activities engage studentsparts
in active
of your immune system may function better than usual.
explorationsResilience
that reinforce important
Drinks,
Soft
However, prolonged Sports
stress can
prevent
the Drinks,
immune system from funcSome people seem to tolerate high levels of and
stress.Your
TheyTeeth
health concepts.
tioning well. If your immune system is weakened, you may develop
In this
activity,
tend to view stressful events as challenges rather
than
as you will observe how various drinks
affect
are composed
some ofpeople with diseases
minor illnesses, such
aseggshells,
colds,which
more
often.of For
threats. For example, they might view the loss of
a jobmaterials as your teeth.
the same
such as cancer, a weakened
immune system makes it harder to conas an opportunity to pursue a new career. Also,Materials
they
Try This
1 Label the first cup “sports drink,” the second cup “soft drink,” and
the disease.they three
believe that they are in trol
control—that
canplastic cups
HSH14_SE_U04_C14.qxd

Real-World Situations
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tape for labeling

Practicing Healthful Behaviors
3

Last night, José stayed up late to write a report
that was assigned two weeks ago. He planned
to do his math homework in the morning, but
then slept through his alarm. In his haste this
morning, José left his gym clothes at home.
Running toward the school as the bell rang,
José felt anxious and tense.
José needs to manage his time better. A
good time manager completes daily tasks and
still finds time to relax. Follow these steps to
better manage your time.

1

Track how you spend
your time.
 Use a sheet from a daily planner that
is divided into 15-minute blocks or
make your own version on ruled
paper. Prepare a sheet for each day of
the week.




Prioritize your tasks.
Rate each task according to this scale.
A = very important
B = somewhat important
C = not very important

Do math homework
Do laundry
Outline history paper
Organize CDs
Call grandmother
Watch TV
Practice jump shots
Get permission slip signed

Use the grids to track how you
currently spend your “free” time.

4

Monday
9:00
10:00
11:00
12:00
1:00
2:00

Algebra I
English
American History
Earth Science

Lunch
Studio Art I
Basketball Practice

Make a daily “To Do” list.
 Before you go to bed, make a list of
the tasks you need to do the next day.




5

Include tasks that you know you have
to do, such as homework and chores,
along with tasks that you would like
to do.
Break long-range tasks, such as term
papers and projects, into smaller,
more manageable tasks. This makes
it easier to fit these tasks into your
schedule.

A
B
A
C
B
C
B
A

Plan your day.
 Assign an amount of time for each task.
Make a practice of allowing more time for a
task than you think it will require.


Use copies of the grids you made in Step 1
to schedule your tasks.



Do not schedule too many tasks each day.
Allow some time for unplanned events.



2

Try to do “A” tasks before you do “B” tasks,
and “B” tasks before you do “C” tasks, even
if a “C” task is easier.

Monitor your progress.
At different points during the day, ask
yourself, “Is this the best use of my time?” If
your answer is no, consider these questions:
 Am I doing a “C” task because an “A” task
seems overwhelming? If so, break the “A” task
into smaller steps that can be done in less
than fifteen minutes.

68

make it easier for students to master essential health skills in the
following areas:

2

Analyzing Influences
Accessing
Information



Is this the right time to do this task? For
example, if your math homework is challenging, don’t leave it until late at night
when you are tired.



Am I being distracted by phone calls or instant
messages? Tell your friends when it is okay to
contact you and when you need time to concentrate on homework or chores.

•
•
•

Communicating
Making Decisions
Setting Goals

•
•

Practicing Healthful
Behaviors
Advocacy

5/4/13

8:30 AM
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Do the females tend to be
less assertive than the males?

People learn about gender roles by observing how
other people behave. Family members, friends, and
other adults may serve as roles models. People also
receive messages about gender roles from movies.
Use this checklist to evaluate how gender roles are
shown in a movie.

Are the male roles more
action-oriented than the
female roles?

Do the females share their
feelings more easily than
the males?

When there is a problem to
solve, is the problem solver
usually male?
Do the men tend to work
outside the home and the
women inside the home?

called the “silent killer.” Reducing stress is one of the ways that
resistant to decay.
 They know their strengths and have confidence in their abilities.
people can lower
blood
pressure
and
thePeople
risk of
Sometheir
people also
visit their
dentist to discuss
teethreduce
whitening. Some
FIGURE
9
may use a
beverages, foods, and medicines
Activity can stain teeth. The stains sometimes can
“group
huddle”
to encourage
heart
disease
and
stroke.
Prolonged stress
can
weaken
 They make realistic plans and take the steps
to carry
those
be removed
at theout
dentist’s
office plans.
or with products that can be used at
Two or more “Yes” answers indicate a movie that
supports traditional gender roles.

Practice the Skill
1. For one week, keep track of how you spend
your time each day. Decide whether or not
you are spending your time wisely. Are
there tasks that you can eliminate? Are there
tasks that you can do more quickly?
2. During the second week, make a “To Do”
list each day. Break down complex activities
into a set of simpler tasks. Assign a specific,
realistic amount of time for each task.
3. Use the A-B-C scale to prioritize your tasks
and then decide which tasks you will do in
each of the available time periods. Do your
“A” tasks first each day, followed by “B”
and “C” tasks.
4. If you are having trouble finishing your tasks,
ask yourself the questions from Step 5.
5. At the end of the week, report to your class
on how helpful the time management
process has been for you. What can you do
to improve your time-management skills?

Managing Stress 69

Step-by-step Procedures
•
•

Am I avoiding a task because I am afraid to
fail or make a mistake? You can waste a lot
of time worrying about a task. If you just
begin doing the task, you may realize that
it is not as difficult as you thought.

To Do List

Mark all your scheduled activities on
the grid, beginning with your classes
at school. Include other activities that
you attend on a regular schedule, such
as religious classes or team practice.

8:00



the third cup “water.” Place a piece of eggshell in each cup.

2 Pour some of the sports drink into the appropriate cup. Pour the same
influence the outcome of a stressful event. three large pieces
amount of soft drink into the second cup and water into the third.
of Some
eggshell effects of frequent or prolonged stress
Heart
Disease
3 After three days, discard the liquids and examine each eggshell.
Even stress-hardy people will face a catastrosports drink
soft drink
don’t
show
up until
that during the alarm
Think and Discuss
phe or major life change that
they
are unable
to later in life. Remember
water
1 Describe the appearance of each eggshell after three days.
heart
blood vessels narrow and your
control. They need to findstage,
a way your
to adapt
to beats
an faster. Your
2 Compare the effects of the sports drink and soft drink. Was there
any difference?
Media Wise
blood
pressure
rises.
Your
heart
must
work harder to keep blood
extremely distressful situation. The ability to
3 What did you learn from this experiment about the effects of water,
sports drinks, and soft drinks on teeth?
or “bounce
back,” from
extreme
or proflowing
through
your body. Stress that is frequent or prolonged
Students userecover,
checklists
to evaluate
Gender Roles and Movies
longed
stress
is
called
Many
factors
resilience.
can
cause
damage
to the muscle fibers in the heart. Prolonged
how the media influences the
The
key
factor
in
resilience
contribute
to
resilience.
decisions they and other teens face. stress can also Dental
damage
the linings
of dental
blood
vessels,
which
are
Checkups
Having regular
checkups,
about twice
a
year,These
can identify problems before they become painful or hard to treat.
is having the support of family
and
friends.
under
increased
pressure.
Because
high
blood
pressure
has
no
Because of checkups and other preventive care, young people today genrelationships offer encouragement, reassurance,
erallyand
have love.
fewer cavities than their parents did at the same age. An
obvious symptoms
and often goes undetected, it is sometimes
example of preventive care is the addition of fluoride to toothpastes and
People with resilience share other characteristics.
drinking water. Fluoride binds with enamel, making it stronger and more
HSH14_SE_U02_C06.qxd

Managing Your Time
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FIGURE 7

Use the checklist to evaluate gender roles in
two movies. Then write a paragraph about
what you observed. How do you think these movies
affect people’s opinions about gender roles? WRITING

one member
home. Talk to your dentist before buying any teeth-whitening
products. of the group or the
your immune system, which makes it
group as a whole.
They have good communication and problem-solving
skills.
harder to fight off a cold or flu.
Treating Tooth Decay When plaque is not removed often enough



or well enough,
the
in your
Friends of the Opposite
Sex When
youbacteria
were in elementary

mouth grow and multiply. The acid

They are able to recognize and control
feelings.
school, boys may their
havethat
formed
friendships
witheats
otheraway
boys with
whom
they
produce
at enamel.
When the enamel is broken down,
they had common interests. Girls may have formed close friendships with
tiny hole,
or male
cavity,
forms.
other girls. Today, you aprobably
have both
and female
friends.
Opposite-sex friendshipsTo
may
developamore
easilyanow
than inuses
ear- a drill to remove the decay and bacrepair
cavity,
dentist
lier generations because of changes in gender roles. Gender roles are the
teria
and
then
fills
the
hole.
The type
behaviors and attitudes that are socially accepted as either masculine
or of filling used depends on the area
feminine. Gender rolesbeing
vary from
cultureIftonot
culture.
In the United
filled.
treated,
the States,
decay can spread through all the layers of
gender roles are less rigid today than they have been in the past. Many
the tooth and eventually into the root. If this happens, the dentist must
people now choose activities and behave in ways that traditionally were
remove
orfemales
perform
reserved for members either
of the other
gender. the
Both tooth
males and
learn root canal therapy. During root canal
to express various emotions,
including
andremoves
assertiveness.the
Theyinfected pulp and replaces it with a
therapy,
thetenderness
dentist
let the event or situation dictate which emotion is appropriate.
rubber-like
material.
In choosing friends
today, most people
look for males and females
with interests and goals similar to their own. Friendships between males
and females can be satisfying and close, but not involve romance. These
friendships help you to feel comfortable with members of the opposite
sex and allow you to develop fully as a person. A friendship with the opposite sex may develop into a romantic relationship. Often, it does not.

They recognize that change is a normal part of life. They are able to
put life changes in perspective.

Health in Real Life
Health at Home
Section
2
In
the Review
next section, as you study ways to cope with stress, you will learn
Warning Signs of Stress Ask a few friends and
These activities ask students to apply

how to build your resilience.
trusted adults if they can tell when you are under
health concepts learned in the classroom
Key Ideas
and
Vocabulary
Personal Care
stress. Ask them to describe the warning signs that
to their lives at home, at school, and in
you
exhibit.
Write
a
paragraph
about
what
you
1. What their
are the
three
stages
of
the
stress
response?
In
communities.
find out. WRITING
what order do they occur?
Are you comfortable having close friendships with
Health at School
Your Life both males and females? Why or why not?
2. Why is the body’s response during the first stage of
Building Healthy Peer Relationships 143
Resilience Interview a guidance counselor,
stress called the fight-or-flight response?
school
nurse,how
or social
worker.
Ask the person you
6.
Applying
Concepts
Explain
changes
that
Ideas
Vocabulary
3. Describe four ways Key
that you
canand
recognize
when
to describe
thoseyou
factors that make it
occur during theinterview
alarm stage
could help
you are under stress.
1. Why might two individuals have different
easier for a student to recover from an extremely
escape from a threatening
situation.
responses
to stress
the same
stressful situation. Summarize what you learn in a
4. What is the relationship
between
andstressor?
illness?
Making
A doctor
with a patient who
WRITING
paragraph.
2. How does personality affect a person’s 7.
response
to Judgments
complains
about
stomach
pains
is likely to do a
Critical Thinking stress?
series
of
tests
to
determine
the
cause.
Why might
3.Effect
DefineWhy
the term
5. Relating Cause and
is it resilience.
important to
the doctor also6.ask
about
the
patient’s
mental and
Predicting Impatience is a common personality
4. What
a
identify signs of stress
early?is the key factor in determining whether
emotional health?
trait. Predict how impatience could affect a

345

Section 3 Review
ect to

Conn

person has resilience?

Critical Thinking
5. Applying Concepts The weather report says there
is a 50 percent chance of rain. How might your
optimism or pessimism affect how you interpret

person’s level of stress.
7. Classifying After Kenny completes his math
PearsonSchool.com/Health
homework, he checks
his answers to see if they
make sense. Based solely on this behavior, do you
think Kenny is a perfectionist? Explain.

3

Fight-or-Flight Response

2. Tea
Flow of blood to brain increases.

L3 EL Read

Pupils open wide.

L2 Adapted

Lump forms in throat
as muscles contract.
Heart rate and blood
pressure increase.

Breathing rate increases.

More sugar released
into blood. Ability of
blood to clot increases.

Personalized Learning Made Easy
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Built-in reading support and the frequent
use of analogies are all part of a
considerate text.

HSH14_SE_U03_C09.qxd
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How Stress Affects
Your Body

Objectives


•

At the beginning of each section,
the important learning objectives
and vocabulary terms are introduced.
The objectives are then highlighted
to encourage students to focus on
the big ideas of health.
Section Reviews reinforce the
key concepts at the end of
every section.

before

Alarm Stage During the alarm stage, your body releases a substance
called adrenaline (uh DREN uh lin) into your blood. Adrenaline causes
many immediate changes in Health
your body,and
as shown
in Figure 4. Your heart
Community
beats faster, your breathing
speeds up, and your muscles tense. Your attenNoise Pollution Does your community have any
tion narrows as you focus
on
the
stressor.
regulations related to noise? If so, do the
Key Ideas and Vocabulary
These changes prepare
you to vary
either
“fight”
or “take flight”
regulations
with
timethe
of stressor
day or location?
1. What is stress? Explain how stress can
be escape.
both Thus, thisSources
noise that
might
be to
regulated
and
initial of
reaction
of the
body
stress isare
called the
positive and negative.
radios,
car response
exhausts, probably
power lawnmowers,
and
This
helped early
humans
fight-or-flight response.
blasting for construction. Write a paragraph
2. When do people experience stress?
survive. Today, your body
still reacts
to findings.
any stressor
with the same set of
WRITING
summarizing
your
3. What is meant by the term stressor?
changes even when fight-or-flight is not a useful response.

Section 1 Review

during
after

4. List the four general types of stressors and give an
of each
60example
Chapter
3 type.

Critical Thinking
HSH14_SE_U01_C03.qxd
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5. Applying Concepts List five stressful experiences
that you have faced in the past two weeks. Next to
PM each,
Page 61
note whether it was a positive or a negative
experience for you.

Fight-or-Flight Response
GO ONLINE PearsonSuccessNet.com

Visual Learning
Graphs, charts, illustrations, and
photos clarify complex topics for
students who think visually.

6. Classifying Explain why getting your driver’s
license could be classified as a major life change.
7. Comparing and Contrasting How is a catastrophe
similar to a major life change? How is it different?

Flow of blood to brain increases.

Audio Summary Section 3.1

Pupils open wide.

Lump forms in throat
as muscles contract.

Breathing rate increases.

More sugar released
into blood. Ability of
blood to clot increases.

•

Building Health Skills, Warm-Up Activities,
Media Wise, and Hands-On Activities offer
opportunities for active involvement and
peer communication. These activities also
help to build the skills that are necessary
for critical thinking.
Online activities bring timely, relevant, and
appropriate health topics into the classroom.

Warm-Up

List in order the three
stages of the body’s

response to stress.
HealthinStats
Environmental
Problems Conditions
your Is there a relationship between stress and the risk
a cold?
 Identify four types of
immediate
surroundings affect your levelofofcatching
stress each
warning signs for
day.early
Suppose,
for example, that you commute to school onProlonged Stress and Risk of Colds
stress.
an overcrowded subway or bus. Your level of stress might
4.0

be Describe
quite highthe
by relationship
the time you arrive at school. If you3.5
then
between stress and illness.
have to hunt for a book in a messy locker, your level of
3.0
stress will continue to rise.
Vocabulary
2.5
A major stressor that occurs all around you but is often
• fight-or-flight response
2.0
overlooked is noise. People who live near airports show
1.5
signs of high stress levels due to the noise of airplanes
1.0
taking off and landing. Living near an elevated commuter
<1
1–6
6–24
>24
0
rail or a busy highway can have a similar effect.
Duration of stress (months)
Living in unsafe or crowded conditions also tends to
WRITING Predict why being in a prolonged stressful situation
increase feelings of stress. So does living where
theincrease
air qual-the likelihood of getting a cold.
might
ity is poor or where litter collects on sidewalks. Weather
conditions can also contribute to stress. During a heat wave
or a long spell of freezing temperatures, people may feel
increased stress. This may be because they
feel cooped
Stages
ofup Stress
indoors. Or they may be stressed because they cannot
You are walking in a park. Suddenly, you see a large dog that isn’t on a
afford to keep the temperature indoors as cool or as warm
leash. The dog is growling. How do you react? Instantly, your mind sizes
as they might like it to be.
up the situation. You recognize that the dog could be a threat to your
safety. When you perceive something to be a threat, your body springs
into action. Your body’s response isn’t under your control—it’s automatic.
FIGURE 3 Adding something attractive
All stressors trigger the same stress response. However, the intensity
to the neighborhood can help to reduce
response
will vary. The body’s response to stress occurs in three
stress. These teensof
arethe
painting
a mural.
stages—the alarm stage, the resistance stage, and the exhaustion stage.

Heart rate and blood
pressure increase.

Managing Stress 59
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Muscles tense. More energy
produced by cells.

Page 230

Active Learning

Page 60

Relative risk of a cold

•

Section
HSH14_SE_U01_C03.qxd

Flow of blood to digestive
system reduced. Digestion slows.
More stomach acid produced.

Flow of blood to
skin reduced.
Sweating increases.

In the Student Edition
Considerate Text Structure

L2 Visual

Image Bank
Ask: Which s
Figure 4? (al
alarm stage
action. Ask: W
the alarm sta
(fight or flig
the caption q
these change
fight or fligh
sugar in the
duce extra e
Caption Ans
Heart and br
more sugar i
digestion slo
the skin.

Adrenaline released into blood.

What’s different about each of the students in your classroom?
Just about everything. A typical classroom is comprised of students
whose differences include culture, language, interest, motivation,
and knowledge.
HSH14_SE_U01_C03.qxd

Stages o

Evaluating Diet Plans

Divide the cl
these body s
immune, ner
cardiovascula
group to wo
which chang
place in each

L3 Class D

Initiate a cla
that might c
person to rea
stress. Remin
sors must las
even years fo
stressors mig
serious illnes
not being ab
test required

answers to one or more questions may indicate
become tired, irritable, and less able to handle any added“Yes”
stress.
a diet that is unlikely to work. What’s worse, the diet

harm is
your
Exhaustion Stage The third stage of the stress could
response
thehealth in the long term.
exhaustion stage. Your body can no longer keep up with the demands
Choose a diet plan that you have seen
Activity
placed on it. Your physical and emotional resources are depleted.advertised or have read about. Use the
The exhaustion stage does not occur with each stress
response.
If it the diet. Then write a paragraph
checklist
to evaluate
thecondiet plan. WRITING
did, your body would wear out. Exhaustion occurs only ifevaluating
a stressor
tinues for a long time—usually weeks, months, or even years. People may
reach the exhaustion stage when they experience extreme stress that is
beyond their control—such as a death of a family member.

Chapter Planning Guides label activities by level
of difficulty, to help you meet the needs of all
students.

•

L3 Coope

Does the diet cut out fats,
carbohydrates, or proteins?
New diets seem to be everywhere—in magazines,
on the Internet, in TV infomercials, and in bestDoes the diet promise rapid
selling books.
Do these Sometimes
diets live up to
their
FIGURE 4 During the alarm stage,
Resistance
Stage
you
canclaims?
deal with a weight
stressorloss
quickly.
in a short amount
Are they good for your health? Use this checklist to
adrenaline triggers many changes
time (more
than 1 or 2
You evaluate
find thea keys
you thought were lost or you know theofanswers
to the
diet.
in the body. For example, extra
pounds per week)?
questions on a quiz. If, however, you are unable to successfully
respond to
sugar released into your blood
Does
diet ignore the combines with oxygen in body
a stressor during the alarm stage, your body moves into
thethe
resistance
for long-term changes
cells to give you a burst of energy.
stage. During this stage, your body adapts to the continuedneed
presence
of the
in eating habits?
Interpreting Diagrams List two
stressor. You may think you are no longer stressed because the symptoms
body functions that speed up
diet ignore the
from the alarm stage disappear. However, the work thatDoes
yourthe
body
does
during the alarm stage. List two
need for regular exercise?
that slow down.
during the resistance stage uses up a lot of energy. As a result, you may

Healthy Weight Management

Stress
There is no magic method for keeping your weight within aManaging
healthy range.
Whatever your weight is, weight management should be part of your daily
habits. Sensible weight management involves avoiding dangerous diet
plans, choosing nutritionally balanced meals and snacks, and getting
regular exercise.

In the Teacher’s Edition

•

Does the diet provide fewer
than 1,200 calories a day?

Program resources are identified by level—
for students with special needs, less proficient
readers, all students, gifted and talented
students, and English language learners.
Practical teaching tips appear at point-of-use.

61

Dangerous Diet Plans Most people who want to lose or gain

want to do so very quickly.
mayProficient
rely on strategies Readers
that promEL English Language weight
L2 They
Learners
Less
ise quick results in a short period of time. Many of these approaches are

Use an analogy to explain the
stages of
Pair less proficient readers with advanced
unrealistic and can be unsafe.
stress. Say that stress is like swimming
against readers, and ask the pairs to create flow Fad Diets A fad diet is a popular diet that may help a person lose or
a current. At first, you can swim
faster
of the
stagesand
of other
stress,
including
gain
weightthan
but without charts
proper regard
for nutrition
health
the current and move forward issues.
in the
water
that occurlow-carbohydrate
at each stage. Post the
One
example of a changes
fad diet is a “high-protein,
(alarm stage). After awhile, youdiet.”
getAnother
tired example isflowcharts
in the
classroom
students
a diet that includes
a specific
product where
that
supposed
to burn fat. can see them as they continue to learn
and can only manage to stay inis the
same
fad diets often
excludethe
important
nutrients,
they can put
place (resistance). Eventually, you Because
get too
about
effects
of stress.
a dieter’s health at risk. In addition, the weight loss achieved with a fad
tired to swim and are carried backward
by
diet is usually temporary. Because fad diets often severely restrict food
the current (exhaustion).
choices, people become bored with the diet’s limitations. As a result,
they stop dieting and return to their original eating habits.
230

Chapter 9

Online
Support for differentiated instruction can easily be
found online via the Student and Teacher's Edition eTexts*.
Student Resources
•

Reading and Note Taking Guides in English
and Spanish

•

Adapted Reading and Note Taking Guide

•

Audio Section Summaries in English and Spanish

Teaching Resources
Flow of blood to digestive
system reduced. Digestion slows.
More stomach acid produced.
Adrenaline released into blood.

Flow of blood to
skin reduced.
Sweating increases.

Muscles tense. More energy
produced by cells.

•

Lesson Plans

•

Enrichment Worksheet

•

Teacher Edition Reteach Strategy

*(Available for PC, Mac, iPad with iOS 5 or greater, and Android
tablets with Android OS 3.1 or greater)

4

Resistance Stage Sometimes you can deal with a stressor quickly.
You find the keys you thought were lost or you know the answers to the
questions on a quiz. If, however, you are unable to successfully respond to
a stressor during the alarm stage, your body moves into the resistance
stage. During this stage, your body adapts to the continued presence of the

FIGURE 4 During the alarm stage,
adrenaline triggers many changes
in the body. For example, extra
sugar released into your blood
combines with oxygen in body
cells to give you a burst of energy.
Interpreting Diagrams List two

PearsonSchool.com/Health

5

Robust Digital Assets - Teacher Resources All

Digital Courseware
at Your Fingertips

Digital/Video Pathway
With Pearson Health, you can organize your teaching around the Teens
Talk Video Series. These engaging videos will help students make
connections between classroom learning and the decisions they face
every day.

Easy navigation
through eText
An array of teacher resources
are accessable via the left
navigation in the Teacher's
Edition eText.

 ideo Viewing Guide with teaching strategies
V
plus worksheets in English and Spanish.

Differentiated Instruction
L1

L2

L4

EL

Use the Digital/Video
Pathway to
organize your
Warm-Up, p. 56
• • •
ARN Note Taking Guide 3-1
Note teaching
Taking Guide 3-1
•
•
•
RN
Note Taking Guide 3-1
around the video program.

TR Practice 3-1

•

TR Section 3-1 Quiz

•

AUD Audio Summary 3-1
TE

L2

• •

EL

• • •

L1 L2 EL

Reteach Strategy, p. 59

TE eTEXT

•

PRINT

Videos feature real teens facing real issues in
their daily lives.

SE eTEXT

TE eTEXT

•

• •
• •

L2

The Video Pathway in the Teacher’s TR
Edition
Enrich 3-1 guides you how•
to
organize
your
teaching
around
the
videos. The Video • •
Warm-Up, p. 60
• • •
ARN Note Taking Guide 3-2
Note Pathway
Taking Guide 3-2 will help
• • you:
•
RN Note Taking Guide 3-2
• •

Chapter 3 Digital/Video Pathway

Online Resources

This alternative pathway allows you to teach
this chapter’s content using only the video and
online materials.

Editable Teaching Resources

Presentation Materials

•

Lesson Plans

•

Image Bank with Editable Worksheets

•

Letter to Parents
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